Our secure CI/CD service offerings align with foundational DevOps and Agile principles: frequent delivery, automation, speed to deployment, self-service environment, and on-demand implementation.

**Gear up for a successful and secure life cycle**

Traditional security activities cannot keep up with the fast-paced tempo of CI/CD. That’s why we offer services that align with your CI/CD process flow and inject application security testing solutions into pre-commit CI/CD phases in a reliable and repeatable way.

1. **CI/CD Maturity Action Plan (MAP)**
   
   Our Maturity Action Plan (MAP) is a strategic offering that helps you build a thorough plan and actionable roadmap to mature or develop security capabilities in your DevOps environment. We give you a detailed assessment of the people, processes, and technology that support your environment, with focused recommendations to enable and enhance security smoothly and seamlessly.

2. **Implement and mature secure CI/CD capabilities**

   We help you integrate security tools, technologies, and practices into your CI/CD workflow, resulting in continuously available security feedback within your development process. Through a combination of solution design, process implementation expertise, and our ability to customize security tools (both commercial and open source) to your unique development environment, we can help your development staff promote a security-focused CI/CD process.

3. **Operationalize secure CI/CD practices**

   We help your team adopt defined CI/CD practices across your portfolio by bringing your applications into the SAST/DAST workflows. From there, we onboard a predefined number of applications and train Security Champions in your organization to perform this task on an ongoing basis.
Get the expertise, tools, and services you need

We help you construct a CI/CD toolchain that enables security analysis (SAST and DAST), rapid developer feedback, and metrics for business stakeholders and software managers. By implementing application security testing with the right tools, processes, and experience, you can accomplish the following:

• **Reduce DevSecOps friction** by transforming your disparate development, operations, and security processes into an integrated toolchain.
• **Increase release velocity** by building security into your existing build, delivery, and deployment pipelines.
• **Improve quality and efficiency** by establishing a culture of security that supports your existing pipeline rather than inhibiting it.
• **Facilitate collaborative change** by delivering a linked toolchain, which includes application security testing tools at the right time, at the right depth.

Secure your CI/CD process by constructing a security toolchain that allows for continuously available security feedback during development.

The Synopsys difference

Synopsys helps development teams build secure, high-quality software, minimizing risks while maximizing speed and productivity. Synopsys, a recognized leader in application security, provides static analysis, software composition analysis, and dynamic analysis solutions that enable teams to quickly find and fix vulnerabilities and defects in proprietary code, open source components, and application behavior.

For more information about the Synopsys Software Integrity Group, visit us online at [www.synopsys.com/software](http://www.synopsys.com/software).
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